
Sven Patzer's Future Frenzy: Exploring
Tomorrow's Technologies: Journey into the
Minds of Innovators Gains Traction

Episode 1: Sven Patzer's Response to the "AI Pause"

-Elon Musk, Steve Wozniak, and The Future of Life

Institute's Open Letter

Podcast Host Sven Patzer aims to create

a space for listeners to explore the

potential implications of new

technologies for the future.

DENVER, COLORADO, UNITED STATES,

April 7, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Sven Patzer is excited to announce the

launch of his new podcast, "Future

Frenzy," where he explores emerging

technologies and their impact on our

daily lives. With a focus on discussing

cutting-edge technology and futuristic

concepts, Sven Patzer aims to create a

space for listeners to explore the

potential implications of new

technologies for the future.

What sets "Future Frenzy" apart from

other technology podcasts is its

emphasis on highlighting the work of

innovative minds worldwide. As an

American businessman, investor,

inventor, marketing expert, and internet influencer, Sven Patzer has a unique perspective on

emerging technologies.

Throughout ten episodes, Sven Patzer takes listeners on a journey into the minds of innovators,

exploring the latest advancements in fields such as artificial intelligence, biotechnology, and

nanotechnology. With each episode, listeners will gain valuable insights into how these

technologies shape our world and the future.

Sven Patzer's "Future Frenzy" starts with a thought-provoking introductory episode, Episode #1,

where he delves into the potential benefits and risks of developing advanced AI systems. This
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Episode 4: Jose Cervino and Sven Patzer Discuss

ChatGPT-4: Exploring the Basics: Understanding

ChatGPT-4 for Education, Sales and Marketing, Law,

and Medicine

episode highlights the open letter

signed by prominent figures such as

Elon Musk and Steve Wozniak, calling

for a pause in developing advanced AI

systems like GPT-4.

In this engaging conversation, Sven

Patzer acknowledges the concerns

raised in the letter, emphasizing the

potential risks AI systems can pose to

society and humanity. However, he

also highlights AI's numerous benefits

and opportunities, from enhancing our

understanding of complex phenomena

to automating dangerous tasks and

revolutionizing healthcare.

Sven Patzer stresses the importance of

balancing AI's risks with its potential

rewards and advocates for a cautious

but forward-looking approach to AI

development. He emphasizes the need

for ethical frameworks and regulations,

education, and research, to determine

the impact of AI systems on society.

"Future Frenzy" invites listeners to join this engaging conversation as Sven Patzer and his guests

I don't mean to brag, but

Sven Patzer's Future Frenzy

is like a crystal ball into the

world of emerging

technologies, and I'm the

wizard behind the curtain.”

Sven Patzer, Host of Future

Frenzy

explore how AI systems are not inherently good or evil, and

the need to determine their impact on society. They

advocate for a balanced approach to AI development,

urging listeners to avoid allowing fear to hinder progress

and innovation.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/42kRMiztSnNxR6B5emC

BDD?si=d7fkNULDRE2q7C4EaDb0lg

https://radiopublic.com/sven-patzers-future-frenzy-explor-

6vpVBQ/s1!84347

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/episode-1-sven-

patzers-response-to-the-ai-pause-elon/id1679828432?i=1000606499888

"Future Frenzy" continues to explore the latest technological developments, innovations, and the

future in Episode 2, where Sven Patzer and Aamar Hussain, a senior tech leader and passionate
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Episode 5: Sven Patzer's Future Frenzy Discloses the

Truth About Text-to-Video AI Technology: The Reality

Check for AI Hype: Managing Expectations

advocate for knowledge and AI, delve

into the realities of regulation in AI.

The hosts start the conversation by

addressing the recent ban of ChatGPT

in Italy and the implications of such

decisions. They then discuss the

governing documents for AI created by

the UK and how they compare to other

regulatory frameworks worldwide.

Listeners will gain valuable insights and

perspectives on a wide range of topics,

including the ethical concerns

surrounding training models with other

models and verifying AI data to ensure

transparency and accountability in AI

systems.

This episode of "Future Frenzy" is a

must-listen for anyone interested in

understanding the challenges and

opportunities of regulating AI. With the

guidance of experts like Sven Patzer

and Aamar Hussain, listeners will gain valuable insights into the ethical considerations behind

regulating AI and how they impact the future of technology.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/0a2iOOznqGjD0l4QLADp4z?si=G8ProQSjSKi67wseG40NVQ

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/episode-2-sven-patzer-and-aamar-hussain-

discuss/id1679828432?i=1000606802177

https://radiopublic.com/sven-patzers-future-frenzy-explor-6vpVBQ/s1!be15d

Episode 3: WTF is Bloomberg GPT? Sven Patzer Explains The Large Language Model That

Bloomberg Built From Scratch For Finance

Episode 3 of Future Frenzy----"WTF is Bloomberg GPT? Sven Patzer Explains The Large Language

Model That Bloomberg Built From Scratch For Finance" is an insightful podcast episode that

delves into the revolutionary AI model, BloombergGPT, and its potential impact on the finance

industry.

In the short term, BloombergGPT is set to transform finance by automating tasks, enhancing

decision-making, and providing a competitive advantage to early adopters. Finance professionals

can focus on strategic tasks by automating processes like sentiment analysis and news

classification. The AI model also analyzes massive amounts of financial data, enabling better

decision-making and improved investment strategies.
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Glimpsing the Future of Language Models: Exploring

GPT5 with AI Engineer Lara Wehbe- Speculating on

the Capabilities, Limitations, and Impact of the Next

Generation of Language Models

Sven Patzer's Future Frenzy: Leading with Empathy:

Lessons from Technology Executive Michael Frendo

Sven Patzer explains that long-term

implications of BloombergGPT and

similar AI advancements include new

job roles centered around AI

implementation, changes in workforce

dynamics, innovation in financial

products, and a greater focus on

ethical considerations and regulation.

As AI increasingly integrates into the

finance industry, professionals must

acquire new skills to work alongside

these advanced tools. While some

roles may be reduced due to AI-driven

automation, opportunities for

specialization in strategy development,

risk assessment, and client relations

will emerge.

Moreover, AI models like

BloombergGPT can facilitate the

development of innovative financial

products and services tailored to

investors' and clients' evolving needs.

However, as AI becomes more

prevalent, Sven Patzer says that ethical

concerns and the need for new

regulations to ensure responsible AI

usage will arise.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/42JY

ZZmCCZnsRbzSnEEHK1?si=L1SETYGERi

-4Vzwn952AMA

https://radiopublic.com/sven-patzers-

future-frenzy-explor-

6vpVBQ/s1!623a8

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast

/episode-3-wtf-is-bloomberg-gpt-sven-

patzer-

explains/id1679828432?i=10006068527

62

In Episode 4 of "Future Frenzy," Jose Cervino, an entrepreneur with half a decade of tech and
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business experience, and Sven Patzer, a prominent American businessman, investor, inventor,

marketing expert, and influencer, discuss the basics of ChatGPT-4 and its potential applications

in various industries.

Whether you are a digital entrepreneur looking to automate your sales and marketing, a student

interested in using AI for education, or a lawyer or doctor seeking to streamline your work,

ChatGPT-4 has something to offer. This episode explores the various applications of ChatGPT-4

in different fields, and listeners will gain valuable insights into how to get started with ChatGPT-4

as a beginner.

Join us as our hosts, Jose Cervino and Sven Patzer, guide you through the process of using

ChatGPT-4 and discuss its potential uses in various industries. Jose Cervino is an expert in AI and

digital entrepreneurship, and his experience in software engineering, business, and real estate

makes him the perfect guide for beginners just getting started with ChatGPT-4.

"Future Frenzy" invites listeners to tune in to this episode to better understand ChatGPT-4 and

explore its potential applications in various industries. With the guidance of industry experts like

Jose Cervino and Sven Patzer, listeners will gain valuable insights into how to get started with

ChatGPT-4 and how it can transform their work and businesses.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/0UJKBUQQHpwGlT3x1sbKCh?si=4hAInTd3QIqrf_IDavCMLw

In Episode 5 of "Future Frenzy," Sven Patzer explores the buzz surrounding AI-based

technologies like Runway, OpenAI, and Google's Imagen Video that promise to create videos

from text. While the idea of generating videos from written descriptions may seem promising,

Sven reminds viewers that the technology is not yet at a stage where it is suitable for widespread

use.

Sven delves into the technical complexities and ethical implications of using AI tools to generate

videos and highlights the challenges that must be overcome to make the technology user-

friendly and accessible to the general public. He introduces Runway AI Gen-2, a new model that

allows users to create videos from text descriptions but cautions viewers to be cautious and

manage their expectations regarding emerging technologies.

Creating full AI video worlds at the level of movie CGI is incredibly challenging, requiring vast

amounts of data and computational power. Sven explains that even with significant advances in

AI technology, the ability to generate full video worlds is still limited by the available resources.

He also highlights the significant ethical concerns related to creating AI-generated video worlds,

such as the potential for misuse or manipulation.

This episode of "Future Frenzy" is a must-listen for anyone interested in the future of AI and the

ethical and practical implications of emerging technologies. Sven reminds us of the importance

of being ethical and responsible with the use of these technologies, while also exploring the

https://open.spotify.com/episode/0UJKBUQQHpwGlT3x1sbKCh?si=4hAInTd3QIqrf_IDavCMLw


potential of AI to transform our lives and businesses.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/4cBX85ZLA JvGty3pv0hbPH?si=-fTpiuhmROi6cUFLm0lWdQ

Episode 6: Pranos AI and the Future of Advertising on Wheels: A Conversation with David Astoria:

How AI Will Revolutionize Work and Let Us Enjoy Life Beyond the 9-to-5 Grind

Episode 6 of Future Frenzy: The Pranos AI and the Future of Advertising on Wheels episode is a

fascinating conversation between host Sven Patzer and Forbes Technology Council member

David Astoria about the revolutionary technology of Pranos AI. This technology allows people to

display advertisements or videos using their cars, effectively turning them into mobile billboards

that can communicate with the outside world.

The podcast delves into the innovative features of Pranos AI and how it can transform how

businesses approach advertising. The discussion also covers how using artificial intelligence (AI)

can bring about a future where work is made more accessible, and people can enjoy life beyond

the traditional 9-to-5 grind.

David Astoria shares his expertise on the potential of AI to revolutionize work and how it can

make our lives easier. He explains how AI can take over repetitive tasks and give us more time to

focus on the things that matter most.

Overall, this podcast is an engaging and informative exploration of the potential of AI and its role

in the future of advertising and work. It provides insights and predictions that will excite listeners

about the possibilities of what is yet to come.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/2ojzrm3ZDzvQz8Wm1uchDL?si=Xp2T2aadSH-YYnRbzzjxvA

In Episode 7 of "Future Frenzy," Sven Patzer, the host and co-founder of Ai News Daily, engages

in a fascinating conversation with AI engineer Lara Wehbe about the future development of

artificial intelligence language models, explicitly focusing on GPT. As an expert in machine

learning, Lara brings her unique perspective and expertise to the table, sharing her insights on

the potential capabilities and limitations of GPT5, its impact on various industries, and how it

could shape how we communicate and interact with technology.

Throughout the episode, Patzer and Wehbe delve into the intricacies of working with natural

language processing and large language models, discussing the challenges and opportunities of

developing and utilizing these technologies. They also explore their ideas for potential use cases

and applications of GPT5 in the future, offering a glimpse into the minds of experts thinking

ahead to the next generation of language models and the possibilities they may bring.

Listeners will gain a deeper understanding of the latest AI and machine learning developments

and an appreciation for the complexity and potential of natural language processing and large

language models. This episode of "Future Frenzy" is a must-listen for anyone interested in the

https://open.spotify.com/episode/4cBX85ZLAJvGty3pv0hbPH?si=-fTpiuhmROi6cUFLm0lWdQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2ojzrm3ZDzvQz8Wm1uchDL?si=Xp2T2aadSH-YYnRbzzjxvA


future of AI and how it may transform the way we communicate and interact with technology.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/0NR1Mpxp01LeWoVWdI9Bc4?si=3Z45niUpQCSddhnW7-Y3JA

In Episode 8, we will discuss the features of 5G networks, including their ability to connect

satellites and drones, improve coverage in rural areas, and develop new and better antenna

systems. Our guest, Kishore Jethanandani, MBA, a leading industry expert, will provide his

expertise and insights, giving listeners a deeper understanding of the latest technological

developments in 5G and their potential implications for various industries.

This episode is a must-listen for anyone interested in the latest developments in 5G technology

and how it's transforming internet connectivity. With Kishore's guidance, we'll explore how 5G is

revolutionizing how we connect to the internet and how it can benefit businesses and individuals

worldwide.

"Future Frenzy" is the groundbreaking podcast created by Sven Patzer, an American

businessman, investor, inventor, marketing expert, and influencer. With his remarkable

executive acumen and passion for success, Patzer is an inspiring leader capable of taking any

company to new heights. Tune in now to explore the latest technological developments and

innovations and learn from the perspectives of industry leaders and thought leaders in emerging

technologies.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/47pDfQB4F42GmH63IGilqV?si=ZuJcisnCQhuOFrokm5wtiw

Episode 9: Future Frenzy continues to bring thought-provoking discussions and cutting-edge

technology. The latest episode features an interview with Kenneth Hellberg, the founding

account executive at Proceptual, an AI Compliance firm. Hosted by Sven Patzer, this episode

explores the changing regulatory landscape for artificial intelligence and machine learning

worldwide. Kenneth shares his expertise in delivering AI and machine learning compliance

solutions, ensuring these technologies are used ethically and relatively.

With a background in Energy and Sustainability Policy and an MBA with a concentration in

Innovation Management, Kenneth is passionate about supporting sustainability and social

impact initiatives. He has a proven track record in creating meaningful programs and managing

challenging projects. He discusses how Proceptual's audit results and reports are created with

HR and people operations leaders in mind, emphasizing the importance of values-driven

leadership and the equitable application of AI and machine learning technologies.

Listeners can expect to gain valuable insights on AI compliance and the importance of ethical AI

applications in today's technological landscape. With the guidance of expert guest Kenneth

Hellberg, this episode of Future Frenzy is an engaging and enlightening conversation that

shouldn't be missed.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/0NR1Mpxp01LeWoVWdI9Bc4?si=3Z45niUpQCSddhnW7-Y3JA
https://open.spotify.com/episode/47pDfQB4F42GmH63IGilqV?si=ZuJcisnCQhuOFrokm5wtiw


https://open.spotify.com/episode/3v3I9PS973Td1yg72pHbLx?si=5tHEgGPtQ--vWxt5WxE6NQ

Join us for the latest episode of "Future Frenzy" as we sit down with Michael Frendo, a

technology executive with over 20 years of experience in leadership roles. In this powerful

episode, Michael shares his insights on how business leaders can lead with empathy and

prioritize people and culture to drive innovation and success.

With a solid background in SaaS, Cloud, Software, Hardware, and Security, Michael emphasizes

the importance of empathetic leadership in creating a more inclusive workplace, increasing

employee engagement, and boosting productivity. By fostering a culture where people are

respected, valued, and heard, leaders can encourage their teams to contribute to their full

potential and bring their whole selves to work.

Michael's experience has shown that putting people first and prioritizing their well-being is

essential to fostering a supportive and trusting environment. Leaders can inspire their workforce

to be more productive and engaged by demonstrating empathy and concern for their team's

welfare.

Michael notes that technical proficiency is crucial for success in today's competitive business

environment, but emotional intelligence is equally important. Leaders who balance technical

expertise with empathy and emotional intelligence can inspire and motivate their teams to

accomplish great things and develop a thriving, innovative culture.

Leadership is a never-ending learning process, and ongoing development is crucial for success.

Michael emphasizes the importance of constantly learning and growing as a leader, staying on

top of emerging trends, and changing with the times.

Join us for this enlightening conversation with Michael Frendo on Future Frenzy. You'll gain

valuable insights on how to lead with empathy and create a more inclusive and productive

workplace.

Lastly, Sven Patzer, co-founder of Ai News Daily, has released a new book, "To Remain Nimble:

The Ultimate Public Relations (PR) Handbook," that offers a wealth of insights, strategies, and

practical tools for navigating the ever-changing world of public relations. This comprehensive

guidebook provides readers with a unique blend of timeless wisdom and cutting-edge

techniques, allowing them to master the art of captivating storytelling, forge powerful

connections, and safeguard their clients' reputations.

Whether you're an experienced public relations professional or just starting out, "To Remain

Nimble" offers diverse real-world examples illuminating the path to PR excellence. From crisis

management to social media strategies, Patzer covers all aspects of public relations, helping

readers stay ahead of the game in this exhilarating realm.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/3v3I9PS973Td1yg72pHbLx?si=5tHEgGPtQ--vWxt5WxE6NQ
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